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maining fixed in one of many structures,
unable to reconfigure to the lowest energy
crystal state. At temperatures far above a
glass transition, a rough landscape is easily
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traversed. At low temperatures, where the
ground state has a significant chance to be
thermally occupied, the search to find the
deepest valley out of the many on the glassy
To fold, a protein navigates with remark- drunk playing golf, would take practically energy landscape is incredibly slow. For a
able ease through a complicated energy forever. A flat energy landscape (or golf protein to be kinetically foldable, there
landscape as it explores many possible course) is very unrealistic, but many years must be a sufficient overall slope of the enphysical configurations. This feat is begin- ago Bryngelson et al. pointed out that a dif- ergy landscape so that the numerous valleys
ning to be quantitatively understood by ficult search also arises on a rugged energy flow in a funnel toward the native structure.
means of statistical mechanics and simpli- landscape that might describe proteins (1). With such a slope, native structure elements are significantly more stable
fied computer models (1). Folded
than expected by chance. Thus,
proteins are marvels of molecular
Beginning of helix formation and collapse
the global energy minimum (naengineering and it is hard to avoid
tive structure) is still thermodythinking that all of their complex
namically stable above the glass
structural features play a role in
transition temperature, where kitheir folding through an obligate
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netic barriers for escaping glassy
multistep mechanism. A unique
traps (misfolded structures) befolding pathway, if it exists, could
come too large. That the interacbe elucidated with classical chemitions of a kinetically foldable procal experiments. A newer view
tein must have fewer conflicts than
holds that in the earlier stages a
typically expected is known as the
protein possesses a large ensemble
"principle of minimal frustration."
of structures. The problem is not to
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find a single route but to characterE
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(4). Many simuroutes down the folding funnel.
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lations of simple models have conUsing experimental data, Onuchic
firmed the principles of the energy
et al. have estimated the extent,
landscape analysis (5), including a
ruggedness, and slope of the folding
Discrete folding
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funnel (2). Similar parameters
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short sequences (6).
characterize the energy landscape
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Onuchic et al. look at real proof simple computer models of pron
Native structure
tein folding by developing a law of
teins. These models of self-interacting necklaces of beads, often on Fig. 1. Schematic of the folding funnel for a fast-folding 60-rresidue corresponding states (2). Studying
lattices, lack most of the details of helical protein according to Onuchic et al. (2). The width of the tfunnel phase transitions teaches that boilolecule ing is very similar for systems as
real proteins, but establishing a represEents entropy, and depth, the energy. Theorflow of the mc
ate en- different as water and methane best
the
molten
transition
h
folding
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globule,
througt
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3 and a glass transition region where discrete paLthways
tween the landscapes of computer emerg e are indicated. The fraction of native contacts correctly hmade, cause each system can be mapped
onto the same pat of a universal
models and real proteins makes it Q, is in dicated for each collection of states.
phase diagram. Similarly, Onuchic
possible to use simulations to unet al. argue that the detailed local
derstand folding kinetics.
The extent of a protein energy landscape Such a landscape can arise because different structural features like the hydrogen bonds
is huge. Before folding, each residue can segments of a typical heteropolymer come of helices and side chain packing can be
take on about 10 different conformations; together without any guarantee that the taken into account by finding appropriate
thus, a 60-residue protein can be in any of many resulting individual interactions will values of the statistical parameters charac1060 states. An unguided search, like a not mutually conflict and thereby "frus- terizing the free energy landscape. Helix
trate" minimizing each other. This land- formation and collapse solve part of the
scape will be rugged with many deep valleys folding search locally so as to renormalize
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of structures representing the transition state, reminiscent of the bottleneck in the three-letter-code funnel.
The small size of the actual thermodynamic barrier to folding is perhaps a bit surprising. Many studies on
long time scales show very large acti~
vation barriers, but the landscape
theory suggests that these arise from
transient trapping. In vivo proteins
are stable by several kBT, so that
folding may be largely a downhill
run toward the final near native kiFig. 2. (Left) Ribbon diagram for the native structure of a 96-residue helical protein that corresponds wi ith a netic traps followed by a short search
46-residue bead model simulated by Thirumalai and Guo (7). (Right) A discrete native-like intermedflate through them, as in many simulawhose rearrangement is the slowest process in their simulation.
tions. The near perfect compensation
of entropy by enthalpy in the funnel
A theory of helix formation in collapsed bottleneck is crossed, the entropy still de- suggests that proteins behave like fluids
polymers relates the measured amount of creases until discrete kinetic intermediates near a critical point. For theoreticians, a
helix in the collapsed states to the confor- appear, most having roughly three-quarters next step is to see how scaling and renormational entropy associated with different of the correct contacts. These native-like malization group ideas might be used to unchain topologies. The extent of the renor- but misfolded structures are sensitive to se- derstand kinetics, especially for larger promalized configurational energy landscape quence mutation. If the thermodynamic teins. A more complete experimental charfor a 60-amino acid helical protein is only a bottleneck is not too narrow and the land- acterization of the dynamics of partially
bit larger than that for models containing scape still rough, the search through inter- folded proteins throughout their phase diagram, including very low temperatures and
only 27 beads. At the folding temperature, mediates becomes rate-limiting.
A recent off-lattice study of Thirumalai high pressures (10), is also needed to preusing thermodynamics, the resulting entropy estimate yields the slope of the folding and Guo (7) illustrates this well into the cisely quantify the glass transition. For exfunnel. Finally, measurements on motions folding of a model with 46 beads. Using the perimentalists, the present perspective also
in the collapsed denatured proteins quantify connection between simplified bead models shows that the guiding forces act in much
the ruggedness and with the conformational and helical proteins, their simulation is less than a few milliseconds. A new generaentropy leads to values of a glass transition roughly like that of a 96-residue four-helix tion of experiments using lasers to rapidly
temperature. These estimates suggest real pro- bundle protein whose native structure is initiate folding (11) promises dramatic adteins resemble bead models in which only shown in Fig. 2. The sequence design of vances in direct measurement of the prothree kinds of residues are used to encode their model gives a folding funnel with a tein's energy landscape topography.
sequence in that both have a folding to the smaller slope than the fast folders just discussed. Now trapping in a rather native-like References and Notes
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